SKYTYPING

THE WORLD’S LARGEST AERIAL
ADVERTISING MEDIUM

A thousand times larger than a ground-based billboard

A guaranteed attention grabber

How’s it done?

We take five of these…

…and five of these…
Jez Hopkinson FRAeS – UK display pilot, evaluator, examiner,
team leader
Willy Hackett MBE – RAF test, combat & display pilot; UK lead
on F35B Lightning
Jim Schofield FRAeS – formerly the RAF’s chief test pilot
instructor
Dave Stobie – former Empire Test Pilot School instructor and
Red Arrows display pilot

Marc-Antoine Vanhove – former French Air Force formation
pilot instructor
Azat Zaydullin – Ukraine national aerobatic champion
Den Harkin – former F16 & RAF Jaguar pilot, ex BA long haul
captain
Matt Kitson – BA pilot, aerobatic competition pilot & former
Royal Marines boxing champion

Paul Farmer – Search & Rescue pilot & former RAF Chinook
display pilot
Dan Denham – ex Harrier pilot , UK display pilot

…add a few litres of smoke oil…

Inherently biodegradable

Non-toxic, non-hazardous
The same product as used in the food
production industry

…launch to 10,000ft…

…and skytyping can commence
•

On command, we activate our onboard patented typing system
and a signal is sent to each aircraft to emit a pulse of smoke.

•

The pulses create characters which in turn create your Sky
Billboard™ message.

•

The average time to skytype a character, the size of the Empire
State Building, is only four seconds.

•

The hang time for an average five-mile long (20-25 characters)
Sky Billboard™ is three to seven minutes. That’s a lot longer than
a 15 second TV commercial, or a ground billboard read by passing
traffic.

•

Skytyping is 1,000 times larger than any road sign or aerial
billboard, and it is custom placed over your specific target
area/event to provide maximum impact.

Client base
Corporations marketing a product or service
Pepsi Cola was the first company in the world to use
skytyping marketing, back in the 1950s (both direct
and Guerrilla marketing).
Corporate events, private events, birthdays &
weddings
Movie legend Clint Eastwood was gifted a birthday
skytyped message, as was the Sultan of Dubai.
Sports events
The PGA tour has used skytyping to run Twitterbased competitions, with the winning entry having
their Tweet skytyped above a PGA golf tournament.
Skytyping was also delivered above the 1984
Olympics in Los Angeles, and is frequently seen at
NASCAR races.
Movie premiers

Skytyping has been used to promote a number of
films, most recently Independence Day: Resurgence
PREVIOUS CLIENTS - 42 Entertainment | Advanced Micro Devices | Anheuser-Busch | Breitling | Coca-Cola | Coors Brewing Company | Coppertone | Dentsu |
Disneyland | Embarq Holdings | Ford Motor Company | GamePlan Marketing & Event | GEICO | Guinness & Co | HBO | Heineken | The History Channel | Home
Depot | IKEA | Jack Morton | Kodak | KTLA | Microsoft Corporation | Miller Brewing | Motorola | MTV | Party Poker | Phish | Pepsico | Pocari | Starbucks | Toyota
Scion | Universal Studios | Warner Bros. Entertainment | Yahoo

International deployment
Based out of our custom-built facilities
at Henstridge Airfield in Somerset, UK,
we have a team of engineers who give
us the in-house capability to ship our
aircraft anywhere in the world.

Over the 20 years the team has been
active on the international display
circuit, we have mastered the art of a
quick turnaround and can be packed and
ready to depart in just five days.
We’ve never missed a booking.

Environmental considerations
• On a standard skytyping sortie of up to 10 messages, including the flight time to
and from base, our five aircraft use approximately 250ltrs of AVGAS and 100ltrs of
smoke oil, which equates to around 575kgs of CO².

• 575kgs of CO² may sound like an awful lot, but according to online resource
carbonindependent.org it’s the equivalent of flying a Boeing 737-400 just 300
metres (or barely getting a long-haul Boeing 747 out of its hangar).
• Each event ticket includes a carbon offset fee, equivalent of offsetting 5 tonnes of
carbon dioxide with carbonfootprint.com

Limitations
•

Airspace – there are certain areas of airspace in the UK
which are amongst the busiest in the world, meaning that
we must carefully coordinate our activities in these areas
and they may not always be accessible.

•

Weather – in order to have maximum visual impact,
skytyping is best undertaken against a blue-sky backdrop,
which limits the number of days that we can launch in the
UK each year.

•

Highly congested areas – there are parts of the UK –
central London, for example – where light aircraft do not
normally fly. However, delivered at 10,000ft, skytyping is
visible for approx. 15nm, so we don’t have to be directly
above a target audience.
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